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Customer Behavior at Markets:  
Tips for Increasing Sales & Customer Satisfaction 



Greenmarket History & Mission 

Founded in 1976 in an effort to preserve area farmland by  
providing profitable places for local farmers to sell their 
homegrown crops and to ensure that all New Yorkers  
have access to the most healthful, most delicious locally 
grown foods. 
 

Markets have evolved into viable civic spaces where 
people shop, interact and learn. 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first farmers, Ronnie Binaghi from Stokes Farm, after selling out at 11am said, now famously, “Is there a famine in this city”. 



 Greenmarket 
 54 Farmers Markets throughout NYC’s 5 Boroughs 

22 Year round, 2600 market days a year  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we operate 54 markets and we add markets every year. This is just a beautiful image of one of our markets. It shows the number of people shopping, and 





 

 
 
 

Eligibility  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over 230 producers currently in the program - selling produce, baked goods, beverages, dairy products, eggs and egg products, cultivated or wild fish and shellfish, grain and grain products, honey and bee products, maple products, meat and meat products, preserves, vinegar, non-edible animal products and plants.��Everything grown, raised, caught and baked regionally�120 miles to the south, 170 miles east and west, and 250 miles north of NYC.Consider Bardwell, Tamarack Hallow 



FARMroots is Greenmarket’s Technical Assistance Program 

Beginning Farmer  
Programming 

 Succession Planning &  
Land Access  

Additional Technical  
Assistance 

Areas of support include:  
• Land and Legal Planning  
• Business management  
• Financial Planning 
• Access to Capital  
• Food Safety and Risk Management 
• Marketing and product development  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because we are already considered by many farmers a “marketing” institution, we had a lot of requests for support in developing marketing strategies to increase sales. In 2011 we surveyed all Greenmarket farmers and 43% said they will retire in the next 20 years and the majority of them did not have a succession plan. 



Farm to Consumer Pathways 

Estimates show that of all food sold in the region, somewhere between 2-
4% of that food is local 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A farm has a variety of ways to get their product to a consumer. Each time that product passes through the hands of an intermediary, the farmer loses a certain percentage of profit. With direct marketing, the farmer receives 100% of profits. However, direct marketing, even through a full-blown “local food movement”, has not increased much and many of us that work with farmers markets have heard about or experienced market saturation. To this day, estimates show that of all food sold in the region, somewhere between 2-4% of that food is local. Everyone in the agricultural community has been looking for ways to increase this percentage (Food Hubs are widely considered one of the best solutions & with the construction of the Greenmarket local food hub we hope to see this number dramatically shift). FARMroots believes in direct marketing and saw a potential for farmers increase the amount and quantity of sales. Add in source for 2-4% from Mario Gomez’s presentation 



BY THE NUMBERS… 

 people walking through 
Union Square Market in September  

 
 
 
 

Only are shopping  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
400,000 people walking through USQ market but only 10,000 shoppers- which is a high number but as a percentage of potential shoppers it is quite low. SO lots of opportunity- additionally, according to the Food Marketing Institute supermarkets saw a 15% decrease in produce shoppers in 2015- 53% of those people switched to farmers markets to purchase their produce- how do we take advantage of these potential customers? 



 
How do we get 

people to buy 
MORE  

at the farmers 
market?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our approach was to try and increase the amount and quantity of sales for farmers, especially in direct-retail markets. To date, we have completed over 20 strategic marketing plans with producers, and have, in all cases, been able to show a significant increase in sales for participating farmers. Over the past two years participating producers had an average of sales increase of 17.5% increase in gross sales which represent an additional $549,000 in yearly revenue across all 20 businesses- roughly $30,000 per business2015-  $265,0002016- $327,900



• Visual merchandizing  
 
 

• Customer segmentation  
 
 

• Product Development 
 

 
• Customer Engagement/Service  
 
What is your marketing strategy? 
How do you measure these things?  

Increased Focus on Understanding Customer Behavior  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had a good place to start with 40 years of experience running farmers markets – but before working directly with producers we did some research. We knew grocery stores were spending millions of dollars watching how people behave in stores. They were forming teams of “trackers” to go out and with popped collars and dark sunglasses to watch people”.- they were giving shoppers glasses to track their eye movements, not to mention tracking all your spending and preferences, collecting hundreds of points of data. We realized we could use the same strategies in the farmers markets. We realized we needed data.  So we took out our sunglasses and out clipboards and got some volunteers and went to market to see what we could see. 



What we measure – 3 Moments of Truth  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By understanding how customers interact (or don’t) with a stand you can start to shape the customers shopping experience to match their habits and desires. Exposures: The total number of people that pass in front of the farm standImpressions: The number of people walking in front of the stand who notice the standConsiderations: the number of people who notice the stand and consider making a purchasePurchases: the number of people who spend some money at the stand.



What we measure – 3 things emerge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we realized was that at each level of customer interaction, there were marketing strategies that farmers could use to attract each customer. 



How do I get more 
customers to notice my 
product at the market?  

Exposures or Impressions 



The eyes…  
 1)lead the body like a pilot and steer the customer through the market 
 2) are a rapid scanner of a category or section to hone in on prime candidates for 

purchase  
 3)feed the sales communication to the brain, thereby closing the sale 

Impressions: Three Stages of Eye Activity  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We shop with our eyes first, so vision is the immediate motivating force behind shopper behavior. The first thing we knew is that we shop with our eyes first- we needed customers to look over- and hiring someone to stand and wave their arms was too expensive. (Although I’ve seriously considered the cost benefit for getting one of those inflatable gas station dancing things)The eye is only exposed to about one fourth of the items in a total sphere of vision. And peripheral vision can play a major role in what people see. Just like in dating, first impressions are incredibly important. Shoppers tend to remember their worst impressions far more than their best impressions. 



Although the eye scans horizontally, visual attention is 
drawn by vertical strips when we are traveling.  

Impressions: Eye attention is drawn to vertical strips 

¾ of the muscles in our eyes are used for 
horizontal movement, not vertical 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Really what you are doing here is making it easier for customers to shop . This sort of display pulls people through the three moments of truth. Attracts peripheral attention. Guinness example: the put “fins” in the aisle, which broke up the horizontal lines which increased sales by, on average 17%. People are far more likely to scan a store horizontally than vertically, but what that means is that you have a opportunity to draw visual attention to vertical strips. 



Impressions: Guinness did it. Why don’t we?  

Lots of missed opportunity … 



Impressions: Guinness did it. Why don’t we?  

Take advantage of the vertical space at market!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Really what your doing here is making it easier for customers to immediately know what you offer (or at least some of what you are selling) this means that even if they are not actively there to shop their brain will make the connection i.e- chicken sounds good for tonight- or i.e-ooff I just remembered I forgot we ran out of milk) 



• Make the most of your space by using all three dimensions – 
height, width, and depth. 

• The average customer will reach 2-3 ft into a display without 
feeling awkward or inconvenienced.  

• Use wooden boxes or bushel baskets to create depth  
 and height. 

 

Impression: Customers are drawn to layers and dimension 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use more space by creating a slopping display. If you have a three foot wide table, and everything on the table is stacked flat, you are right at the outer edge of people’s comfort zone. However, if you create a sloping display, it gives the impression to shoppers that things are closer to them, and they are more likely to go for it. Time-pressed customers will simply not take the time to strain, reach or squat to remove items from fixtures for closer inspection. 



•Sloping displays create a sense of greater openness without expanding the aisle 
width at floor level 
   
•The old saying “eye level is buy level” is simply not true. The true 
product sweet spot is between the waist and the shoulder.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He’s able to take his harvest crates and slide them directly into these display units, slap some pricing signs on them – very little labor, very effective display. 



• The human eye can see 
blocks of color from further 
away - yellow can be seen from 
the furthest away 
 

• In general, put your 
brightest product out in 
front and on corners 
 

• Create contrast – light vs. 
dark, rough versus smooth,  
large versus small – create 
interest and drama! 
 

• The color of your tent, table 
cloths, and signs should also 
be considered. 

Impressions: The eye is attracted to color blocks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For impressions: what is going to catch their eye? And the answer is YELLOW. Contrast is a core principle in art that arranges opposite elements — light versus dark, rough versus smooth, large versus small, et cetera — to create interest and drama. Contrast incites pause and draws you in, unaware the most primal elements of your mind have been manipulated.If you have summer squash or yellow carrots, put them out on the corner of your display! 



Impressions: Blocks and bounty 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opportunity for having audience share back their techniques. If no response, tell the story of the farmer who was doing checker boxes and balancing green and red. 



Impressions: Abundance  

•Heed the old saying “pile it 
high and watch it fly” 
 
•Small portions give the 
impression of product being 
“picked over”.  
 
•Consolidate product 
throughout the day 
 
•Think “over-flowing 
baskets, boxes, crates, etc”.  



Impressions: Liberate your Vegetables 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice how much better you can see everything!FMI- on a survey on impulse shopping an eye catching display  was the number one reason why people ended up purchasing something.



Before Impression Optimization 



And after 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We knew right away this was successful, because the farmer reported that he had multiple people stop to take photographs of his stand. These are not hired actors, these were real shoppers. Crowds bring crowds. 



Stops/Considerations 

How do I get more 
people to slow down and 

consider making a 
purchase at my stand? 



• Good signage can act as a “silent 
sales(wo)man” and will save you 
valuable time.  

• People don’t like to ask for a price. 
• The days of writing your prices on 

index cards are over! Many 
customers are reluctant to ask the 
cost of items so make sure they 
don’t have to.  

• Make sure signs are clear, neat, 
and informative. 

• Include your logo/brand on all 
signs to continually promote your 
business. 

• Use signs to describe nutritional 
value –  

      but keep it short 

Stops: Signage, signage, signage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not putting  a price on something is just bad business. All studies have shown that without proper signage sales decrease, as a portion of customers are embarrassed or uncomfortable to ask a price and will move on to something that is more obviously labeled. Saving time was important for us and the farmers we worked with. So when we went about our suggestions We did not get to the point of calculating exact time that was saved but we know that many of our projects helped reduce time- such as creating labels (it might be a little more expensive to have someone print them instead of printing at home but having a role of labels saves you so much time when placing the labels, less mistakes, also means there is less waste 



Two types of shopper angst 
1.  Navigational Angst  

2.  Choice Angst  (optimizers vs. satisfiers) 

Stops: Reducing shopper anxiety  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Audience: Stew Leonard’s, “serpentine path”. Eliminates question of “where do I need to go next?” You are going exactly where everyone else is going, right down this very wide path. Produce first in all markets, because people feel good about the rest of their shopping when they buy produce early on – I’m going to buy two packets of bacon knowing that I have a bunch of brussel sprouts in my cart! Flip pad of how customers enter in Healthway Farm stall. Jam Study- too many choices



Stops: At the farmers market 



Stops: Reducing Navigational Angst  

Exhibit A 

More Angst 
Less $ 

Exhibit B 

Less Angst 
More $ 

Horse Shoe 

Reverse 
Horse Shoe 

Exhibit C 

Exhibit D 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Horse shoe vs reverse horse shoe. Reverse horse creates a more open and inviting display. The entrance way to your stand puts people in the “buying” frame of mind. It reduces congestion on the walk way. If people enter into the stand, even they don’t purchase, they attract additional people to the stand. Crowds make crowds. Fine balance



• Create clear directional flow for 
customers to follow 
 

• Place bags at the entry point of 
your stand, and your 
register/cash box at the end. 
 

• Make your space is user- 
friendly; clutter and 
overcrowding decrease sales.  
 

• “By adding just a few extra feet 
to an aisle in a grocery store, 
sales increased 20%” 
 

• Beware of “butt brush” effect 

Stops: Good flow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It might cost $100 more per day to get an extra space at the market, but if sales increase even by 10% it might be worth it. –it might not, I recommend asking your market if you can try it out- maybe one day your next door stand won’t be there and you can see if it makes a difference or not. Same thing for moving things around. But brush: We discovered a phenomenon we call the butt-brush effect. Women especially, but also men, do not like to be touched from behind. They’ll even move away from merchandise they’re interested in to avoid it. 



•When you’re salivating, you’re 
a much less disciplined shopper. 
 
•We buy things today, more than 
ever, based on trial and touch.  
 

•Virtually all unplanned purchases, 
and many planned ones too, come 
as a result of the shopper seeing, 
touching, smelling or tasting 
something that promises pleasure, 
if not total fulfillment. 
 
 
 

Stops: Additional sensory appeal – sampling!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are salivating you are less disciplined shopper- same applies to dogs! (consider grilling up some sausages and watching everyone's dogs drag them over)If you are in a neighborhood with lots of people just walking by, but very few active buyers, considering doing everything you can to appeal to their senses. Get the grill fired up, make your color blocks, put out the samples, and watch sales increase. Purchases increased with sampling. But make sure to really track whether it makes a difference or not – if you are selling value added products it might be too expensive- consider only having sampling for small periods of time – doing outreach letting people know when that sampling will occur –etc. And not just sampling- We worked with a grass fed beef farm and suggested that they put out a block of grass on their table and large mason jars filled with grain and hay in the colder months 



Stops: 2017 Food Trends 

1. Fermented Foods 
2. Purple vegetables 
3. Vegetable "mash-ups" (broccoflower 

and kalettes) 
4. Local/ancient grains 
5. Creative Condiments 
6. Cauliflower 
7. Edamame 
8. Olive Oil Alternatives 
9. Baby/Miniature everything 
10. New cuts of meat & charcuterie 
11. Hemp  
12. Craft beer and Mead 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New cuts of meat: terres major, denver, tri tip, hanger, rib eye cap (spinalis)These are national trends but it is worth looking at local trends tooCombine this slide with the next in some sort of “trends, unique products, product gaps” Especially if you are trying to attract chefs- this can really be a “gateway product” for chefs 



Stops: Identifying Product Gaps At Markets 

Dried Fruit 
Mushrooms 
Nuts  
Oils  
Black Garlic 
Shrimp  
Callaloo  
Ugu & other Nigerian Specialty crops 
Moringa  
Papalo, Hoja Santa, Guascas**  
Turmeric 
Peanuts  
Grains 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What products does your community want? There are tools out there to learn more about the community (policy map) **tell story about colombian ajiaco using galinsoga You should see the recipe blogs freaking out about not being able to find it!! 



• Brand recognition is a 
massive part of grocery 
store retailing yet plays very 
little role at the farmers’ 
market 

• Consider your personal 
appearance. The way you 
look is often the way people 
perceive your farm. 

• Consider having apparel 
with your farm logo or 
mission on it.  

Stops: Use your logo to tell your story 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a farm that sort of laughed at us when we said that they should consider a new logo, but by the end were making tiny little changes to the cupolas in the logo. 



Stops: Use your logo to tell your story 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Branding is everything from the way the receptionists answers the phone – or you give out change at the market. You can tell these are all very different farm businesses.A good brand can take you from “I bought this at the farmers market- to I bought this at that stand with yellow tents- to I bought this at thistle farm! You should shop there ;)” 



Stops: YOUR farm to MARKET table 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John Gorzynsky – loves to be dirty if his shirt was clean I worry sales would go down!Highlight what you believe in!- this farm is certainly not being shy about being organic.



How do I get people to 
buy more of my 

products? 

Purchases 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now you have the person in your stand, they’ve stopped and considered a purchase, how do you get them to buy, and buy a lot?



1. Quick trip – 5 or fewer items are purchased. Most common number of 
items purchased in a store is 1 accounting for 16% of purchases, with 
quick trips generating 1/3 of all sales >>> Grab-and-go  

2. Fill in – designed to fill in gaps in at-home pantry or to complete 
ingredients for a desired meal >>> Recipes  

3. Stock up – larger, bulk purchases >>> Preserves, larger sized items 

Purchase: Appealing to 3 types of shopping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the best ways is to understand the intent of shoppers, and appeal to their type. I would hypothesize that in NYC, where convenience rules, the number of quick trip shoppers is even higher. Half of all shopping trips result in the purchase of five or fewer items. It’s easy to focus your energy on the stock-up purchases, with each one being worth a lot of money. But grab-and-go needs attention because, even though these are smaller baskets, there are so many of them that they still constitute fully one-third of all the store’s sales.Give example of loose tomatoes and tomatoes in a grab and go container. This can also help determine crop planning – I might grow both a sugar baby watermelon (really small and for 1-2 people), but also a larger 8-10 lb’er. This appeals to both the grab and go shopper and the stock-up or fill in shoppers. Farmers markets are the 



• Make a suggestion  
• Try placing potatoes next to garlic, and include a 

recipe card for “garlic mashed potatoes”. 
• Offer multiple varieties of one product and expand 

the taste (and purchase quantity) of your clientele.  
• Product layout should be clear and authoritative 

 

Purchase: “You want fries with that?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of cross merchandizing Complementary products.We always see the basil and tomato together and if you are lucky the cheese guy is selling next to you!- There are other opportunities. Turning a $2 garlic sale into a $4 garlic and potato sale. Tapping into people experimental taste behaviors. Having different peppers- how about you try the sweet and the hot? Consider having complimentary cooking demos with other farms – this can also be done online not just at the market- why not advertise in each others websites?Garlic is a cross-merchandisers dream, as it’s used in the majority of cooking and recipe making. Cilantro, fresh tomatoes, and garlic. Think about your season – if it’s mid summer, garlic is probably being used in fresh salad dressings and in meat rubs for barbecues. Impulse purchasing was the result of:  Eye catching displays 46% Recipe/serving ideas 34% Nutrition callouts 33% Sampling 33% Product information (origin, history, etc) 19% Grower/brand 8%



• Shoppers are guided by shallow 
clues ("this is cheaper than 
that") and latent emotions ("it 
just feels like a good deal") 
rather than knowledge and 
deliberate thinking 

• Tuna Fish, 10 for $10? 
• The discount game works for 

everybody. The customer gets 
their discount dopamine hit, and 
you get your profit.  

 
 

Purchase: Let’s Make a Deal  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 for 1’s, specials, “new this week”, “coming soon”, shoppers have been trained to shop on a deal. Berry bundling – audience feedback opportunity. The discount game works for everybody. The customer gets their discount dopamine hit, and you get your profit. (especially when you are selling slightly imperfect produce- good for everyone!)  Tracking success of deals through online marketing-  grow your audience- have people tag you to receive discounts and/or reference your social media to really get a sense of what  works and doesn’t



Purchase – Price, not as important as you think  

The average customer tends to remember the price of only 4 items:  
 

72% of survey respondents say that Value is more important to them 

than Price.   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
;) I guess the average shopper doesn’t work at a non-profit ;) Shoppers rarely do math when they are in the market- if they are there price becomes much less important – so maybe showing low prices is important if your social media but no necessarily at the market- IMPORTANT what and when to put energy in to something In FMI research, product condition and appearance were more important than price – FMI 2016 Price helps shoppers decide on items and stores – Once in-store, the impact of price lessens – Emphasis on quality, freshness, ripeness, variety and in-stockBest prices without execution may result in lost customersWhile excellence in execution may prompt impulse purchasesAGAIN all about your market- what is important is to understand your cost of production/margin and what your market can hold



• Ask questions 
• Share your knowledge 
• Get to know them 
• Let them get to know you 
• Number 1 food trend this 

year is transparency  
 

Purchase: Active Retailing  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“In the early days of retail, shopkeepers actively waited on customers, assisting them with their selections and purchases.”As farmers at farmers markets you represent the exact juxtaposition of the Super Markets. You must take advantage of that and offer “active retailing”. Rather than waiting passively for shoppers to find their way to the merchandise they need, you can actively understand their needs and make relevant offers. Any interaction with a person in a grocery store improved salesErik- 8 minute conversationMove into 10 seconds of attention story



Sam Lipp, Managing Partner 
Union Square Hospitality Group 

• Keep calm and carry on 
• 10 seconds of attention 
• Be a swan 
• Give an SFN 
• Everybody wears a sign 
 

 
  
 

Purchase: Customer service tips from an expert 

Dr. Maya Angelou: “People remember 
the way you made them feel.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In grocery stores, studies show that ANY contact initiated by a store employee – I mean even a hello – increases the likelihood that a shopper buy something. If the salesperson suggests a few things or offers information, the chances rise even higher. There is a line though, no one likes a pushy salesperson. In this new round of marketing projects we have had a lot of requests for training staff- gmkt does 



Purchase: Loyalty Program  

Loyalty programs help:  
• Reward loyal shoppers 
• Increased purchase quantity/customer  
• Increase the number of frequent shoppers 
• Have customers that will act as brand 
ambassadors and will support your business 
• Understand your customer base and their 
likes and dislikes 
• Improve customer service 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
53% of purchases at farmers markets are occasional purchases – (FMI food marketing institute – power of produce 2016) This demonstrates the importance of loyalty programs to change people from occasional to regular. A new customer is great but a new repeat customer is even better! Rewarding your customers pays off- especially when you are able to establish a rapport- i.e- they can help you make a branding decision, and/or when it’s raining and there is no one out at market



Purchase: Loyalty Programs  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this specific project- the loyalty program became the cornerstone of the project – especially when connected to their POS it became a cheat sheet that improved their customer service and helped dramatically improve sales (40%) 



 What is the certification that your 
customers most respect? What matters 
the most to your customer base? – 
nationally, organic continues to          
grow  (15% increase last year) 

 

Purchase: Certifications can set you apart 



The Importance of Record Keeping 

Point of Sale (POS) Systems Make it Easy!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They make it easy to track data. We were able to gather a lot by standing around the market in sunglasses but we are not machines.. There is a much more expansive and granular level of data that can be obtained using POS. That being said we have found that they are not necessarily made for farmers markets- they work great for a wine store, coffee shop, etc. but it takes some  tweaking to get them to work for  a farm. hA good point of sale system is the strategic service center for your business. It amasses vital, real time information about your inventory, sales and customers. 



What Can Point of Sale Do for My Farm Business? 

 
• Easy to use, intuitive interfaces 
 
•Sales data tracking by time, product type, 
location, employee, and margin 
 

• Fully integrated inventory tracking, sales, 
and accounting systems (quick books) 
 

•Customer management and marketing 
tools,  including loyalty programs, gift cards, 
email marketing and invoice creation 
 
•Track effectiveness of promotions 
 
•Staff training provided  
 

•Create efficiencies, save money, grow your 
business, and keep customers coming back! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zaid’s PrioritiesEasy to use interface: This was important to Zaid because he has a predominately tibetan staff without too much computer or English language literacySales Data: wants a more comprehensive understanding of what products are selling at what time of year and what the margins on those products are earning him. Zaid feels that farm business lose to much product to “shrinkage” or product loss and wants a system that can more accurately show him how much to grow at one time of year. Fully integrated: Wants a system that moves information seamlessly from front-end sales, to on-farm inventory, to back-end accounting systems. Unfortunately not possible, some data input still necessary, but it’s moving in this direction. NCR does offer zaid the opportunity to put bar codes on harvest crates and scan them as they come out of the field or out of the cooler and onto the truck. He plans to take advantage of that in stage 2 of implementation.Customer management: for Zaid the POS system will help him better track the wide range of accounts he has with credit based CSA members and Chefs. Creating individual customer profiles allows him to track open accounts, create orders and invoices, and keep people in the loop. In 10 minutes Zaid could send an email to all of the chefs who hold accounts with him about his first asparagus harvest. As orders come in, he can process them directly through the POS, creating invoices that can be pulled up at market. Effectiveness of Promotions: Zaid runs a wide range of 2 for 1’s, discounts, and bundles which he can create and track through the POS system Staff training: Zaid has up to 8 people who run the registers at his markets, and they all need to be trained on the system. Most POS systems offer group training options for all staff during rollout. 



The Importance of Record Keeping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change this to NCR report page if we can and then tie this back in by saying how POS can fill in these gaps that we couldn’t get in our research. 



• The power of POS  
• POS system comparison sheet 
• Credit Processing Expense Calculator 

Looking forward with POS 

Credit Card Processor   Chase Payline data            National Bankcard World Pay  square 
quickbooks (What 

you currently 
have) 

Leaders Merchant Leap payments Nationwide Merchant 
Solutions 

                    

Cost of percentage per transaction 
462 476 420 557.2 770 448 434 266 249.2 

Additional cost per transaction @$20 average 
transactions   

350 140 266     700 252 140 112 

Batching fees (cost per day) 3.2 1.6               

monthly cost of service 9.95 15 5 9.95     7.95 7.95 9.99 

PCI compliance fee   8.25               

Monthly Costs   825.15 640.85 691 567.15 770 1148 693.95 413.95 371.19 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So far we have created a calculator to help  figure out what you can expect to pay for transaction fees – we found that lower rates didn’t necessarily mean cheaper. I.E-  square doesn’t have a monthly fee but given 



• Identify clear marketing goals 

• Understand and define your 

customer base 

• Define strategies and tactics 

• Delineate your farm message 

• Learn to track and measure for 

success 

 

 
 

 

Takeaways for your farm business 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learn to track and measure for success – you do this on the farm all the time so it’s about doing this at the market and implementing some of these tools to help you understand what works for you and your customers



 
Thank you! 

 
Please reach out to me with any 

questions or comments: 
 

Maria Rojas 
212-788-7900 x 288 

mrojas@grownyc.org 
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